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How do we treat complaints with multiple aspects? 

Where a single complaint covers several aspects of care/treatment received, the 

complaint should be recorded as a single complaint for the number of complaints 

received. However, within the subject, service and profession areas each individual 

aspect that the complaint relates to needs to be recorded. 

Does each subject area need to have a ‘professional 

area’? 

If a complaint covers several subjects/services but just one profession then you only 

need to enter one figure within the professional area. However if a complaint covers 

a range of professions then you would enter a complaint into each of the relevant 

professional fields. 

How do you log complaints that don’t fit into the 

prescribed subject areas? 

If they don’t fit into any of the provided categories then it would need to be included 

in ‘other’. It would also be useful if you could send us details of any categories that 

don’t fit into the current matrix as this could assist us to develop the system in the 

future and in the short term we can add them into the lookup table for guidance to 

assist other organisations. Email suggestions can be sent to Comp Nhs (NHS 

DIGITAL)  

 

If we receive a complaint with three subjects do each 

of those subjects need to have a service and 

profession allocated to them even if they are the 

same? 

For example: 

Subject Communication Values Other 

Service Mental Health Mental Health Mental Health 

Profession Scientific, technical and professional 

mailto:nhs.comp@nhs.net
mailto:nhs.comp@nhs.net
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The complaint that covers three subjects doesn’t have to have three service or 

professions (unless it also covered three of these). In the example above the 

complaint is recorded as three subjects but just one service area and one profession. 

Multiple Sites – What is the correct process if a 

complaint spans 1 organisation spread across 2 

sites? 

A single complaint cannot be recorded across multiple sites without duplicating it in 

the count of total complaints (if recorded as a separate complaint against each site). 

Therefore it should be recorded against the primary site of complaint. Then within 

this one complaint it can be logged by the various subject/service areas. 

Multiple Organisations – What is the correct process if 

the complaint spans 2 organisations? 

This depends on how a complaint is being investigated. Where a complaint spans 

several organisations and it is being investigated by each of those organisations then 

they should be recorded as separate complaints by each of the organisations. 

However, if a complaint applies primarily to one organisation who investigates it then 

it is only that organisation who should record it. 

How do we record data for sites where we don’t have 

an ODS site code? 

Data for sites where there is no ODS site code should be recorded in a single total 

against your main trust code. So for example if a trust had 115 complaints in total 

and 15 at a site without an ODS site code then the return might read: 

 

Note that we don’t require a Trust total that sums up all the complaints as we 

will generate this. 

In the longer term sites should have an ODS code which can be requested from the 

ODS service at the NHS Digital. It is the responsibility of the OC1 administrator at 

each trust to request these. If this person is not known then the ODS team can be 

contacted for further information and guidance: 

Site Code Site Name Total Complaints 

RZZ01  ANON GENERAL HOSPITAL 50 

RZZ02  ANON HEALTHCARE CLINIC 50 

RZZ ANON NHS FOUNDATION TRUST 15 
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Exeter Helpdesk (NHS DIGITAL) 

Tel: 0300 303 4034 

As a CCG what data should our return include? 

CCG complaints returns should only generally include complaints about 

commissioning decisions and Out of Hours (either directly employed OOH services 

or services commissioned from independent providers who are not completing a 

return). Complaints about services provided by hospitals and other providers should 

be included on the KO41a of the service provider. 

Where do complaints regarding Out of Hours / Walk-in 

Centres go? 

They should be logged as Other Community Healthcare Services [5.31] 

PHM & CHS? What does it stand for? 

Public Health Medicine & Community Health Services – and covers the medical 

aspects of public health practice and population health needs. 

Do we record verbal/oral complaints? 

A complaint made verbally should be included on the return if it is recorded and 

investigated and/or a response provided to the complainant. 

We record complaints as either ‘formal’ or ‘informal’ – 

should all data be included or just that for formal 

complaints? 

This collection doesn’t use the terms ‘formal’ and ‘informal’. So what could be 

classed as an informal complaint (e.g. a complaint made verbally) can be included 

on the return if it is recorded and then investigated and/or a response provided to the 

complainant. However, if a complaint/comment is recorded for internal purposes 

(and maybe classed as ‘informal’) but no further action/investigation is taken then it 

should not be included. This would be seen more as a comment or suggestion rather 

than a complaint. 

 

 

mailto:exeter.helpdesk@nhs.net
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Do we record withdrawn complaints? 

If a complaint is withdrawn during the quarter you are completing then you can either 

remove it or log it as not upheld. 

Do we include complaints when we are unable to 

obtain third party consent? 

We only need data recording for complaints that organisations are 

investigating/responding to. If third party consent is not received and this means a 

complaint is not investigated, this should not be included. 

Various facets of a complaint are upheld/partially 

upheld/not upheld. How should these be recorded? 

Look at the overall complaint and judge whether the majority of it was upheld or 

partially upheld (or not upheld) and record it accordingly. In an ideal world each 

subject/service area could have a category of upheld/partially/not upheld. However, 

when this was developed we were trying to keep the collection form relatively 

concise although we may need to consider this in the future. 

We record complaints as upheld/not upheld/partially 

upheld. However, we also have other categories like; 

referred to Safeguarding Investigation, referred to 

Human Resources or excluded under Regulation 12. 

If a referral means that the complaint is transferred outside of your organisation then 

you can close it and either exclude it from your return if it’s within the quarter you are 

returning for, or if it’s already been recorded in a previous quarter then select one of 

the 3 categories (upheld, partially upheld or not upheld) and mark it as resolved. 

Comments can always be added for clarification. 

For those that are referred within your organisation (e.g. if the HR referral is part of 

your organisation) then this is technically still under investigation by your 

organisation so stays there until its resolved one way or the other. 

Should Total Carried Forward match Total Brought 

Forward in the following quarter? 

These totals should be equal or close to being equal. However, due to the possibility 

of complaints being withdrawn between reporting periods it is possible that the Total 

Brought Forward in a quarter will be slightly lower than the Total Carried Forward 
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from the previous period. At present we cannot record withdrawn complaints as a 

separately identifiable data item. 

We are required to bring forward anything that is open 

at the start of the period. Does this include any 

complaints which may have been received as far back 

as 1-2 years ago which have perhaps re-opened and 

remain unresolved. 

The Total Brought Forward should include any open complaints that are being 

investigated at the start of the relevant reporting period 

 

When the Total New [2.6] complaints are broken down 

into the categories in Section 6 and the categories in 

Section 7 and then added together in field [7.71] Total, 

this gives the impression that the amount of 

complaints received is much higher. 

A single complaint can have several aspects to it. It may cover several subject areas 

which can lead to a larger subject total than the number of new complaints. This is 

fine but we have noticed some potential issues with the subject sections of the return 

(Section 6 & 7).  

It looks as though some organisations have been recording every new complaint in 

both section 7 (subject non-clinical) and section 6 (subject – clinical) and appear to 

be doubling their numbers.  

As an example, if an organisation has 30 new complaints and then enters 30 

complaints in section 7 and 30 in section 6 they will get an overall subject total of 60 

complaints in 7.71. Because this is technically possible (a single complaint could 

have both clinical and non-clinical aspects) it passes validation. 

While this may be correct it looks as though they have tried to make every complaint 

find a home in both section 6 and section 7. While each new complaint must have 

one or more subject areas recorded it is only necessary to complete sections 6 if the 

complaint has a clinical aspect otherwise leave this section blank and just enter the 

relevant subject items within section 7.  
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Do you expect all of our providers to be submitting 

the KO41a return when they are not all NHS 

organisations? 

Where a service is commissioned by the NHS from the private sector and that 

organisation does not have a complaints system the commissioner is responsible for 

investigating and recording complaints and should provide the information as part of 

their KO41a return. 

If the private sector service does have a complaints 

procedure the private sector body should provide a 

KO41a return? 

In summary, all complaints need to be captured on the KO41a either on the 

commissioners or the providers KO41a return. 

Who do we contact for issues with the Datix system? 

Organisations creating the KO41 report in Datix will need to upgrade to Datix version 

14.0.4 or greater. Any queries relating to Datix and upgrades should be made to the 

Datix support team on (020) 8971 1963 or support@datix.co.uk 

Who do we contact for issues with the Ulysses 

system? 

Issues around the Ulysses system should be directed to Tel: 02392 440540 

Information/Enquiries: info@ulysses.co.uk 

Support: support@ulysses.co.uk  

 

NHS Digital contacts 

For queries regarding the validation and submission of the return and the SDCS 

system, please contact: data.collections (NHS DIGITAL)  

Any queries on definitions of Hospital and Community Health Services complaints, or 

suggestions for further definitions please contact: Comp Nhs (NHS DIGITAL)  

 

mailto:support@ulysses.co.uk?subject=support@ulysses.co.uk
mailto:support@ulysses.co.uk?subject=support@ulysses.co.uk
mailto:support@ulysses.co.uk?subject=support@ulysses.co.uk
mailto:data.collections@nhs.net
mailto:nhs.comp@nhs.net

